Semantic maps have come up to facilitate high-level human robot interaction like "deliver a laptop for maintenance". Textual signs posted on the walls and room doors in indoor environments are environment features that could be easily identified by service robots. These signs provide some semantic information like the function of the room and its occupants. In addition, they consider landmarks for the service robots. This paper is a continuous work of developing a framework for creating a semantic map for indoor environment using mobile robot [17] . The paper addresses the problem of automatically detecting and recognizing textual signs during robotic mapping. Then, annotating these recognized signs to a previously generated robotic grid map. ATRV-mini robot has been used in our experiments.
INTRODUCTION
A robot programmed for navigation inside a building area is categorized as an autonomous indoor robot. Autonomous indoor robot commonly has sensing facilities to avoid collision with obstacles and may also include a map for the area it is moving inside, such a map typically defines the forbidden barriers and allow the robot to understand the permitted space for performing tasks. When the robot is required to reach a target by a motion plan, it should be able to identify its current location, and its relation to the target location using its stored map. Existence of landmarks and distinct environment features will provide a great help for localization and motion planning. In addition, the human robot interface will be much user friendly if it can control the robot with environment entities that will be common between human and robots, for example, if the robot is required to reach the administration office, it will just receive the command "Go to the administration office".
Researchers have suggested many types of maps in the context of automatic environment map learning using robots. The common types are: 1) Metric Area Based maps, 2)Topological maps, 3) Hybrid maps and 4)Semantic maps. Metric Area Based Map [4] , [15] , [2] , [20] , [22] , [36] , [38] is a grid based area map uses grid cells to represent the regions of the environment. Each cell (region) is distinguished by a property that represents its occupation which could be: unknown, empty, occupied. While, Topological Map [3] , [16] represents the environment as a graph, with the nodes representing recognizable locations or landmarks, and the edges representing clear paths from one node to another, usually doors or corridors. Metric maps are easy to construct but suffer from the required high computational cost. On the contrary, topological maps are difficult to build but small space is required to build a huge one. Researchers suggested Hybrid Maps [23] , [1] , [5] to overcome the limitation of each map type. Hybrid map can be obtained by correlating recognized landmarks on certain locations over an occupancy metric map. This type of maps leads to another challenge which is the matching techniques and algorithms. The landmarks chosen for recognition should be simple enough in order to permit an easy identification from different view angles and distances. Landmarks could be regions of the environment that can be recognized later [28] or objects of the environment with perception algorithms designed specifically for each object type. Textual signs that exist in indoor environment ,like room numbers and name of occupants, consider landmarks that can be recognized with common means of character recognition. They belong to the second type [25] , [34] . Recently, Semantic maps [32] , [17] , [14] , [26] , [35] have come up to enable high-level and more intelligent robot development and improve human-robot interaction by inferring information from semantics. The term "semantic map" is used in [14] , [26] to refer to a spatial representation of the robot environment which also include the type and location of objects. The presence of an object at a given location may provide semantic information: e.g., a "printer" is a space where a printer machine is located. Textual signs are objects that can represent two important aspects of the environment which are the function of each place and its relation to the high level tasks as well as the people functioning inside the facility. Thus, it should be possible to request a function from the robot such as deliver a laptop for maintenance or put some envelops in the outgoing mail box. This paper continues the work started in [17] for creating a semantic map. It implements the modules that are responsible of detecting and recognizing the textual. Then, attaching the recognized signs to the occupancy probability map previously generated in [17] to produce a hybrid one. Although some offthe-shelf components are available for this objective but their performance is low with non-document images like those captured by the robot [8] so we have developed our optical character recognition using neural network and integrated it with an open source computer vision library to achieve our objective.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents some related work to text detection. Section 3 presents the previously proposed framework for building the semantic map [17] . Section 4 introduces the development platform. Sections 5, 6 and 7 discuss the textual sign detector, reader and correlation modules. Experiments and Results are presented in section 8. Section 9 concludes the paper.
RELATED WORK
There has been a great number of research deals with text detection and optical character recognition [6, 8, 25, 21, 19, 34] . Liang [21] and Jung [19] provide comprehensive survey of text detection methods. Generally, Text detection methods could be categorized into two groups: 1)Texture-based methods and 2)Region-based methods. Texture-based methods scan the image at different scales then classify the neighbourhoods of pixels based on some text properties like variance of intensity, high density of edges, etc. In general, the methods of this category are criticized for:1)Their large computational complexity results from scanning the images at several scales, 2)Their precision is better with small text, 3)Their inability to detect slanted text precisely. The other category of text detection algorithms is based on regions. In these methods pixels exhibit certain properties such as approximately constant colour are grouped together. This approach can detect text at any scale and is not limited to horizontal texts. The approach used in this paper belongs to the second category.
PROPOSED SEMANTIC MAP CONSTRUCTION FRAMEWORK
The proposed framework for semantic map construction is composed of five main modules, as shown in figure 1, which are:
Steering and Exploration Engine
It is a Fuzzy Controller responsible for controlling the robot motion to safely explore an indoor environment, while doing the data acquisition tasks required to construct the semantic map.
Raw and Spatial Data Acquisition Layer
This layer consists of two main components: "Online occupancy map generator" and "Textual sign detector". Online Occupancy Map Generator creates an online metric map by using a probability model of sonar beams with respect to robot location information. While Textual Sign detector is responsible for seeking for signs around the explored areas. Whenever a sign is detected, it signals the steering and exploration engine to stop the robot until the sign image is correctly zoomed and acquired.
Information Detection and Extraction
This module consists of two components: High resolution offline occupancy map generator and Textual sign reader. HighResolution offline Occupancy Map generator eliminates sonar noise from the online one and generates a more accurate map with higher feature details. Textual Sign Reader Module is activated whenever a sign is detected to recognize its textual content.
Semantic Knowledge Mapping
This module includes three components: Sign labeling and correlation component, indoor ontology models and reasoning engine and knowledge domain updating component.
Sign labeling and correlation is responsible for overlaying the recognized signs on the occupancy map, with respect to location and orientation information of the robot and camera head to generate a hybrid map. Knowledge domain updating component applies object recognition and correlation techniques on images perceived by the robot for improving the knowledge existing in the constructed semantic map. While, the indoor ontology models and reasoning engine defines the relations between entities of the indoor environment domains such as a corridor connects between halls or forks into rooms, a door rotates to allow or prevent entering a room , an elevator connects between rooms in different levels and so on. The different functions of rooms in a facility will also be identified and linked to each other as well as equipments existing by default due to a defined function such as a Shredder machine in the mail room.
High-Level Task Planner Interface
It's a Text Based Query System that includes a human computer interface tailored to receive instructions in simple English phrases biased by realistic needs such as "send the admin laptop to maintenance" or "Fetch the manager's mail".
Fig. 1: High-Level Semantic Task Planner Framework
This paper discusses the implementation of three components which are: 1) Textual signs detector, 2) Textual sign reader and 3) Sign Labelling and correlation.
DEVELOPMENT PLATFORM

The Robot
Our research robot is "ATRV-Mini", which is a product of IRobot [18] . It is a skid steering robot, with 16 Polaroid™ sonar sensors array and a PTZ CCD camera as shown in fig 2. PTZ stands for "Pan, Tilt, Zoom" cameras, where the vision sensors are equipped with a zoom controllable lens and the whole camera is mounted on a rotating basement. 
The Simulation Environment
Simulation environment facilitates developing and testing the software before porting it to the real robot. "player-stage" open source simulator [30] is one of the simulators that had been investigated and found to be the best for our purpose.
"Player" is a cross-platform robot device interface and server for robot control. Player server is installed on the robot to provide the client (robot control program) access to the robot devices (sensors and actuators) over TCP network. The client can be written using any programming language that supports TCP sockets, and can run on any computer with a network communication to the robot. 
TEXTUAL SIGN DETECTOR
The objective of this component is to search for the sign without having any prior knowledge about its location or background color. So, a hit test is performed with every homogenous color segment , the robot can see, to check out if it really contains meaningful text. Once a sign is detected, it is segmented for letters extraction. The following two subsections discuss the real time color segmentation process for sign detection and the sign segmentation process for letter extraction.
Real Time Color Segmentation
It is assumed that the sign color is homogenous and different from the walls, which is most likely to occur in real life environments. The common sign colors are red, green and yellow. If one of the color segments is found with a suitable area (number of pixels) the segment is passed as a detected sign to the sign segmentation process. An open source color segmentation software CMVision (Colour Machine Vision) [5] that performs a low level color reduction (as shown in fig 3) has been used to extract the sign color from the environment color. 
Sign Segmentation
If the image captured by the robot camera contains a homogeneous color segment of a suitable area; a letter extraction process is performed for later feed into the textual sign reader module. In order to maximize the throughput of the letter extraction and recognition process, a good view of the color segment (sign) is required. The more the segment is at the centre of the image (due to camera pan) and having a larger area (due to camera zoom) , the higher the probability of catching any letters written over it. A Generic PID Algorithm [39] adjusts the camera pan, tilt and zoom properties to centre the color segment and increase its area in the view. Letter extraction process proceeds as follows: 1) Averaging of 24 bit RGB into 8 bit gray scale.
2) Adaptive thresholding to convert the 8 bit gray scale image into 1 bit black and white image, where the threshold value is given by the following equation:
3) Segmentation by applying top-bottom, left-right pixel grouping algorithm [10] . 
TEXTUAL SIGN READER
This module uses an OCR and a previously stored dictionary, contains all the possible sign texts, to read the detected signs. The following two subsections discuss both of the implementation of the OCR using NNet and the text recognition processes.
Letter Recognition using NNet
The major two types of signs in indoor environment are location signs and direction signs. Location Sign contains text or figure about the place where it is hanged up. While, Direction Sign contains information about a heading, available for motion, and a text description of the location that shall be reached, upon performing this motion,. Headings and directions are always represented by arrows. So a NNet has been trained to identify English letters and arrows printed on any surface with reasonable contrast from various viewpoints. The training set consists of standalone arrows, characters and numbers in "Arial" font, skewed, distorted and with different view angles as shown in fig 5a. The training set was prepared by printing letters on white sheets, and capturing them with the robot camera. Each letter is converted to a binary data matrix (-1,1) of size 13 x 13 pixels (fig 5b) which are fed to the NNET. The size of the Letter pixels has been chosen by trading off the speed of neural processing time and the expected viewing angles that can be covered. Previous experiments by L'etourneau,et. [25] showed that 13 x 13 pixels provide recognizable characters on ±30 o viewing angle. Additional three features are fed to the NNET which are: 1) the letter's Height divided by its width, 2) X-axis of the letter's center of gravity, 3) Y-axis of the letter's center of gravity (fig 5b) . These features are commonly chosen among different character recognition researchers [15] , [34] . Consequently, the input layer of the NNET consists of 172 neurons, and 1 hidden layer of 7 neurons and 40 output neurons for 10 numeric digits, 26 characters and 4 arrows. The network uses hyperbolic tangent transfer function, as in the case with most OCR networks [25] , [34] .
Training was done over 3000 epochs by providing the training patterns and the correct corresponding output to the NNet using Delta-Bar-Delta [27] . A heuristic algorithm for modifying the learning rate µ ij for each weight w ij (i=neuron index, j=layer index(1~3)) as training progresses is as follows:
For each weight w ij do:
-The gradient at the current timestamp is compared to the average of the gradients of the previous steps. Where, the gradient of error with respect to time t is given by:
-if the gradient is in the same direction the learning rate µ ij is increased, Else the learning rate µ ij is decreased.
The learning rate µ ij at time t+1 is given by the following equation:
Where, , k and γ are: Initial learning rate 0.00001, Increase 1.04, Decrease 0.6 respectively.
Text Recognition
Textual sign may contain multiple words, so after letter segmentation took place, the letters of each word should be grouped together. The criterion for grouping characters into one word is to find a larger vertical spacing than that found between letters. Due to errors in the recognized letters, words may not be recognized correctly. For a textual message to be represented by realistic word; a dictionary, includes possible sign texts, is used to measure the correctness of recognized words. Two factors define the probability of word existence in the dictionary: 1) Total existence probability of recognized letters in a dictionary word, 2)Total location matching score (letter location in the word), which is given by the following equation [25] :
Where, X: Dictionary best hit word, w: Observed letter, N: No. of letters in the word.
The word, from the dictionary, with the highest possibility of occurrence is picked up.
After a text is recognized a sign entry is recorded in the landmarks file. Sign entry includes (Segment color, Recognized text, Camera PTZ information, Robot location and orientation).
SIGN LABELING AND CORRELATION
This module allocates the detected signs on the previously generated occupancy probability map [17] . It is assumed that the detected sign exists on the nearest wall sensed by the robot sonar beams in the same direction of the camera head. As, each sign entry in the landmark file includes the robot position when the sign has been detected, a simple geometry is applied to intersect the camera head axis line and the nearest wall object as shown in fig 6. The digital differential analyzer algorithm [11] is used to plot a virtual line over the occupancy map and it stops when occupancy information is maximum. 
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The camera of the ATRV-Mini robot "Sony EVID30" is directly used in the implementation. The following subsections discuss the testing of the previously discussed components.
NNet training for letter recognition
Three papers with a set of English capital letters, numbers and arrows (36 letter each) printed at different order. They are video captured by the robot camera at 30 different angles, then segmented making a total of 3240 letters for supervised training. One of the encountered problems during conducting the experiments is the effect of lightening conditions on the segmentation (for letter extraction) process. To overcome this problem, another adaptive threshold is used to convert the 8 bit grayscale image into 1 bit black and white image which is given by the following equation:
Threshold = (max intensity -min intensity)*c
Where, c, is a constant factor.
NNet Evaluation
The character is considered recognized when the output neuron associated with the character is activated by at least 0.8. A performance test is carried out on the resulting neural network and is shown by Table 1 . Letters are well recognized from different viewing angles. 
Text Recognition test
A series of evaluations has been performed on the signs including arrows, numbers and multi line text. Figure 7 shows a test case from reality of the described textual sign recognized during exploration. Figure 8 shows a complete test case of a directional sign. Figure 9b shows a generated grid map annotated with the recognized signs (4 signs) during robot exploration of the environment shown in figure 9a. 
Sign Labelling and correlation
1-RGB
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our goal is to build a semantic map for indoor environment using a mobile robot. The proposed framework to achieve this goal was presented in a previous work [17] ; in addition to the implementation of the modules responsible for robot exploration and map construction. This paper discusses the implementation of the textual sign detector and reader modules. A NNet was trained for recognizing the detected signs from different view points. The recognized signs are allocated on the previously generated occupancy probability map [17] to produce a hybrid one that incorporates all extracted knowledge. Currently we are investigating how to move forward with the generated hybrid map towards a semantic model.
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